Famous Alumni:

Jody Schultz played for Eagles

Jocelyn Seagrave, actress, Guiding Light

Danny Garrett, 1987  Homicide - TV shows, commercials

Pat Babbitt..2002.. is in LA mostly working in live comedy and improvisation groups.  He has done some movie work as well

Trey Wolfe...2006..currently in NY working on a theatre and music career

Matt Wood..2007...currently in NY working on a career in Musical Theatre. Was in Law & Order Oct. 2013

Luke Kleintank...2007-2008...Luke was only in the school for 1 year and did not graduate,„however he has had a lot of success.....currently appearing on the TV series Bones. He has also had recurring roles on The Young and the Restless and No Ordinary Family.  He has had cameo roles on other TV show such as Law and Order.

Damonte Dodd - 2012 senior - signed with Terps

Kennard (Bam) Winchester – class of 1984 - played in the NBA for Houston Rockets and New York Knicks from 1990-91 to 1992-93., then played overseas I think

Stephanie Nevin  2010- was in Wedding Crashers

Will Shupe class of 87. Acting/lives in CA

Paul Zackarian, been an extra on Becker a few times.

His brother Craig Zackarian had been a cop (maybe more) on a soap opera as well.

Robyn Baxter does hair behind scenes of Broadway - she lives in NY,NY and is an artist behind scenes of  Broadway

Rebecca Ray Ridgely Failing  Class of 1983 I worked in films and television.  Worked on Major League 2 and numerous independent films and television commercials.

Bruce Thomas, 1969, Astros

Brent Lewis  published two books on regional history, Remembering Kent Island, Stories from the Chesapeake and A History of the Kent Island Volunteer Fire Department.  I’ve written numerous magazine articles, a local entertainment newspaper column for three years, and I contribute regularly to the Kent Island Heritage Society newsletter. Several years ago, I won a one act play writing contest and I once won a year’s subscription to a movie magazine for making a joke about Jim Carrey being big in France someday.  I’m working on a historical crime thriller that has a lot of bad words and badder intentions.

I’m married to the most wonderful woman, have the greatest daughter, and for 25 years have made money as a real estate appraiser.  Sometimes, in the privacy of my home,  I wear a cape.
I'm writer, artist, amateur bladesmith and subversive suburbanite when no one else is looking. My wife and I live in the Washington, DC area where I pursue hobbies.

Books by James Crawford
Grad - 1989